This article presents the mixed phase as the pressure medium of hydraulic artificial muscles, which has rarely been mentioned before. Then a novel mixed phase activated artificial muscle is designed. Through this method, the weight of artificial muscle can be reduced effectively compared with the traditional hydraulic artificial muscles. The artificial muscle shows the same advantages of the hydraulic artificial muscles, more than that, this artificial muscle has a good anti-bending and anti-extrusion capacity. Despite the actuation mechanism of the hydraulic artificial muscles, the characteristics of the mixed phase activated artificial muscles have not been widely studied. The muscle is tested of its anti-deformability under the uniform load and the concentrated load respectively. The characteristics of contraction and expansion are studied in different pressure conditions and the weight reduction of the pressure medium is analyzed. Moreover, the gravity model is established to adapt to any kind of pressure medium. At last the bending test of flexible arm which composed of three parallel artificial muscles is carried out. The bending capacity and grasping ability are analyzed. Furthermore, the experiment of the arm is conducted underwater.
Introduction
Traditionally, the Fluid Artificial Muscle (FAM) includes pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) and hydraulic artificial muscle (HAM) (Sangian, et al., 2015) which use the gas and the liquid as the injected pressure medium respectively (Ku, et al., 2008) . The typically McKibben artificial muscle is composed of two main parts, an inner elastomeric rubber tube surrounded by a braided sheath (Tondu 2000) . When the high pressure medium is filled in the tube, the muscle will expand radially (Kobayashi and Ito., 2015) , and because of the pretensioning given by the braid sheath, the inner tube cannot elongate at all. Just the opposite, the muscle contracts axially as the sheath, and the tension occurs correspondingly (Davis, et al., 2012) .
It has been proved that the force-to-weight ratio of the pneumatic muscle using water as the driving medium can be even higher than that of using air (Mori M, et al., 2009) . The gas has a huge compressibility that lead to an obvious time delay of PAMs (Ku, et al., 2008) , it will take a long time for PAM to compress in the constant volume and after that the bladder begins to contract until the inner pressure value reaches the system ones, but the muscle is still soft under the pressure outside at the moment (Focchi, et al., 2010) . HAM has a better performance on the working response time than PAM as the incompressibility of the water which saves nearly a half of the working response time, more than that, after contraction the muscle becomes more rigid.
No matter of PAM or HAM, the inner bladder shows shriveled and nonrigid, and they tend to bend after the internal pressure unloading (Sridar S, et al., 2016) . These features makes the muscle easy to be broken and increase its resistance against the motion (Moses, et al., 2013) . While a novelty mixed phase activated artificial muscles (MPAM) is presented in this paper, which filled with more than one kind of pressure medium in the bladder instead of water, these problems will be solved, and the pressure medium is still liquid that retains the advantages of HAM. At the same time, if the mixed phase is composed of low density solids and water, it will reduce the gravity of the overall structure significantly when the internal pressure is rising up, and thus make the body lighter and easier to move and control. Furthermore, this design increases the body stiffness, gives the muscle a good anti-bending and anti-extrusion capacity, 2. Simplified model 2.1 The cylindrical model As the deformation of the flexible rubber tube is nonlinear (Mori, et al., 2009) , there is no classical method to measure the stress-strain relationship like the other linear materials. In the field of FAM, a more general way is to measure the braid angle and strand length of the mesh that wrapping the bladder. (Tondu B. 2000) The shape of the mesh is changing along with the volume of the inner tube because there is no intervals between the two of them. The diameter and the length of the bladder can be obtained through the calculation of the braid angle and the strand length. (Wakimoto, Suzumori and Takeda. 2011) The contraction force can also be acquired by this way. In order to have a more concise calculation, there are some parameters like friction, the viscoelastic nature of the bladder, the noncylindrical inflation of the bladder due to end caps that have been neglected.
The strand of the mesh expands into an equivalent gradient line under ideal conditions. The elasticity modulus of the strand is much larger than the bladders, so the strand length can be regarded as no change with the inner tube shrinking (Fig 1) . The calculation formula is shown as follows.
cos Ll
According to the energy conservation equation, the equation can be obtained as follows. 
Where 0 p is the ambient pressure, p is the internal working pressure, 0 D is the initial radius, D is the working radius , 0 L is the initial length of the muscle, L is the length of the muscle at work, V is the volume,  Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) is the braid angle at any time, 0  is the initial braid angle, l is the strand length, n is the number of turns of the each strand of the mesh, F is the contraction force. It can be seen from equation 6 that the force has nothing to do with what materials the internal medium are composed of, so does the deformation of the muscles. More than that, the force output has nothing to do with the medium. In order to achieve the tensile force, the ambient pressure must be lower than the internal work pressure. The maximum value of  is 54.74º by calculation, and then the limit value of the length and the diameter can also be got. This can predict the muscle deformation ideally and the maximum hydraulic force without external load or viscoelastic strain after the operating conditions are determined. Figure 2 exhibits the muscle designed in this paper. Figure 2(a) is the contraction state model, and Fig 2(b) shows the maximum braided angle after the contraction of the muscle. Table 1 gives the structure size of the muscle that used for experiment here. Table 2 shows the ideal variation range of the muscle size and the ideal results of the muscle designed in this paper after contraction. The hydraulic force is calculated when 0.8MPa p  . Table 1 The choice of options V respectively, and set the density and the volume of the water in mixed phase as l  and l V respectively. The volume of the rubber pipe lumen at any time is defined asV , then the quality of the inner pressure medium can be obtained.
When the inner pressure medium is composed of completely liquid, the mass formula of it is computed as follows.
When the inner pressure medium is composed of liquid and solids, there are two parts of mass that should be considered, and the mass formula is computed as follows. , ( ) The mixed phase is composed of solid and water in this test, and the MPAM with solid inside is shown as Fig 3 . Table 3 shows the parameters of the solid material, the two different kinds of solid is filled in the rubber tube respectively to compare the difference of their anti-bending characteristics. Table 4 shows the difference between two kinds of solid inside the MPAM. As the average diameter of them is different, the voidage of them is not the same when they are tightly squeezed in the tube. The solid volume and mass of the smaller solid are quite larger than the bigger one. The mass difference when there is mixed phase inside the tube can be calculated by equation (9). The results show that the weight reduction of the smaller solid is more excellent.
The anti-bending capacity
Both the ends of the rubber tube are being supported, and the middle of the rubber is hung in the air, which make the muscle be a simply supported beam model. The external diameter of the muscle in this test is 12.0 mm, and the middle effective length is 150.0 mm. As the rubber tube is soft, when the load is loaded in the middle, the structure begins to bend accordingly. It can be seen distinctly from the left-hand of Fig 4(a) that when there is no mixed phase inside the rubber tube, the structure shows absolutely no stiffness. Furthermore, the bending deformation occurred in Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) the radial direction is considerable.
(a) Bending test under concentrated load; left-hand is HAM, middle is MPAM with 4mm solid inside, right-hand is MPAM with 8mm solid inside.
(b) Bending test under uniformly distributed load; left-hand is HAM, middle is MPAM with 4mm solid inside, right-hand is MPAM with 8mm solid inside. Fig 4(a) shows, the body can resist a little load and start just slight bend in the radial direction. The maximum bending deformation of MPAM is 20.5 mm which reduces 32.8% than HAM. The solids (diameter is 4 mm) inside the rubber tube as the right-hand of Fig 4(a) shows, and the deformation shows little difference with the middle one. Not only that, the tube inside HAM becomes flat obviously while being burdened with the concentrated load. After the largest flexure occurred, the diameter of HAM becomes to the minimum size of 5.5 mm under the load. On the contrary, it can be seen from both the middle and the right figures that, the tube inside MPAM is nearly still cylindrical, the minimum diameter of it is 10.9 mm which increases 98.2% than HAM.
The other test on the stiffness of HAM and MPAM is carried out as Fig 4(b) , which can be seen as an anti-pressure experiment. The rubber tube is put at the table horizontally, and then the vertical downward uniformly distributed load is loaded on it along the radius. As the load increasing gradually, the diameter of HAM getting smaller accordingly, and Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) the shape of HAM becomes flat at last as shown in the left-hand of Fig 4(b) . When the uniformly distributed load goes up to 1.5 N/m, the minimum diameter of HAM is 5.1 mm, which is shown as Fig 5(b) . While the diameter of MPAM changes a little, it reduces to 10.9mm and then stops to change, which increases 113.7% than HAM. The solids with different diameter still show little difference under the uniformly distributed load, shown as the middle (diameter is 4 mm) and the right-hand (diameter is 8 mm) of Fig 4(b) .
Through the experiment analysis of the two kinds of muscles, it can be obtained that the resist deformation ability of the muscle that is full of solids inside is enhanced obviously. In other words, the rubber tube inside MPAM has a certain stiffness when there is no injected pressure inside, no matter under the pressure of the uniformly distributed load or the concentrated load. Besides, the internal solid with the bigger diameter has the same advantage with the smaller one, but the mass difference of the bigger one is quite lower than the smaller one, therefore the next test is just carried out with the smaller inner solid. The internal volume of the rubber tube can be obtained through calculating, and so does the volume of the solids inside. When the internal pressure medium of the tube is composed of the low density solids and the water, the weight of it is lighter than the one that is only composed of water. The difference of the mass can be obtained through the experimental measurement, so the relationship between the weight reduction and the volume of the solids can be found. The internal cubature formula of the rubber tube is shown as follows.
Weight reduction
As d = 10 mm, L = 150 mm, the internal volume of the effective length of the rubber tube under the ordinary condition can be got, and so does the solid mass inside the rubber tube.
The flexible muscle is tested in different injected pressures and the lumen of the flexible unit is gradually getting larger as the injection pressure increasing, so the mass of the water inside is different every time as Fig 6 shows . While Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) the total mass of the solids inside is an invariable value, therefore the volume percentage of the solid is different under each inner pressure. The differences of internal volume under different threshold pressures are slight, and so does the solid volume percentage.
When the bladder thickness is 1.0 mm, the maximum reduction percentage of the medium mass is 18.5% under the injection pressure of 0.7 MPa as Fig 7 shows . At this moment the volume percentage of the solid is 16.0%. When the bladder thickness is 2.0 mm, the internal volume decreases 15.7% than the one of the thickness is 1.0 mm under the same injected pressure as Fig 6 shows . Both of them show slightly different under different inner pressures. When the bladder thickness is 2.0 mm, the maximum reduce percentage of the medium mass is 18.6%, it is the same as the one of which the thickness is 1.0 mm, and the volume percentage of the solid is 13.5%. It can be concluded that the bladder thickness has an effect on the deformation of the bladder, but does not influence the medium weight reduction obviously. When the flexible muscle is contracting in axial direction under the injection pressure, the total length of it is made up of two parts. One is the effective length of the rubber tube which could change along with the injection pressure. The other one is the invalid length that could not change at all, which includes the connecting piece length and the undeformed length of the rubber tube.
Contraction and expansion
The length formula is shown as follows.
Here Z L is the total length of the flexible muscle, Y L is the effective length and W L is the invalid length. In this experiment, the value of the effective length is 15.0 cm when there is no injection pressure, and it will change as the changing of the internal pressure. The invalid length is 12.0 cm and it is an invariable value. The diameter of the flexible muscle is also a variable value, and change correspondingly with the effective length. Besides, the inner diameter is 10.0 mm. Define the contraction as LL   and the expansion as DD   . The contraction and expansion are increasing with the pressure. As Fig 8(a) shows, the bladder thickness is 1.0 mm, the largest contraction is 31% and the largest expansion is 76% when the internal pressure is 0.7 MPa. While the bladder thickness changes to 2.0 mm, the contraction decreases to 17% and the expansion decreases to 59% as Fig 8(b) shows. Fig. 8 also gives the comparison of HAM and MPAM, the curves of them reflect the same change of the deformation. It can be attributed to that when the flexible unit is inflating under the effect of the injection pressure, the Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) solids inside will suspend in the water, so the muscles still have the same characteristics and sizes of HAMs. It is observed that in the same condition, the contraction and expansion ratio of the flexible unit are changing with the injection pressure, Actually, the solids are immersed in the water, so the mixed phase have the same volume with the water when they are in the same pressure condition.
When the internal pressure medium of the muscle is water and mixed phase, the contraction and expansion ratio have little difference under the same injection pressure. As the deformation of the rubber is restricted by the mesh grid outside, and in order to produce enough force, the elasticity modulus of the rubber is very small compared to the mesh grid. Therefore the deformation of the muscles is depend on the mesh grid as equation (1) to (4) show. And the variation range of the contraction and expansion are calculated according to them as Table 2 shows. Based on that, the inner medium only provide the pressure that make the rubber deformation. And the structure of the mesh grid is the final determinant. , Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) internal pressures. The muscle begins a free stroke with no load and contracts to the minimum length. Once this is done, a dynamometer is connected to the free end to measure the force to get the maximum tension.
Elastic force
The displacement is measured by a ruler fixed on the experiment shelf. The flexible arm is injected with high pressure fluid and then it has a contraction. The muscle is started to be pulled to elongation in increments of 1.0 mm at each stage, and the value of the tension is recorded this moment. The pull of the forcemeter is continually until the flexible arm is damaged, and the maximum tension is recorded immediately. Furthermore, change the system working pressure to another value, and then repeat all the measurement processes. This can simulate the procedure of the muscle pulling an object more really. Figure 9 shows the changes of tensile force with the length and the displacement of HAM and MPAM respectively when the bladder thickness is 1.0 mm. Through the above study, the deformations of HAM and MPAM have nearly no differences, so the curves of them are overlapping. When the inner pressures are different, the forces pulling the muscle to the same displacement are different as Fig 9(a) shows. As the tensile force increasing, the length of the muscle gets larger gradually as Fig 9(b) shows. Fig. 11 Experimental schematic diagram based on the water hydraulic system Fig. 12 Water hydraulic station 1) electricity cabinet; 2) monitoring center; 3) water hydraulic valves; 4) electrical console; 5) high-speed camera; 6) LED light; 7) manipulator composed of artificial muscles. Figure 10 shows the tension force outputted by the muscles increases with the thickness markedly. It is apparent that pulling the same displacement of the muscle requires nearly a double pull when the thickness of the tube wall is twice as thick as the former one. The experimental schematic diagram based on the water hydraulic system is shown like Fig 11. The muscle is connected with the throttle valve and the injection pressure is equal to the system working pressure. The hydraulic motor is activated by a variable frequency electromotor which can change the motor speed. The overflow pressure of the overflow valve is adjusted as needed and the system working pressure can be got. Then the valve port opening of the throttle valve is adjusted to control the system flow rate. The dynamic for this experiment comes from the water hydraulic station as Fig 12 shows . Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) The tensile force of the muscle is measured by a tensionmeter, the displacement is measured by a ruler and the deformation process is recorded by a high-speed camera. The muscle deformation experimental setup is shown as Fig  13. The muscle is just like a rigid spring when being pulled, the elongation is increasing with the tensile force. The maximum force begins at the longest position, where the load capacity of the muscle is the greatest. On the contrary, the force does not occur when there is no displacement, which means the load capacity is zero. Experiments are tested under different internal pressures until the leakage or the muscle fracture occurs. It can be obtained that the mixed phase does not change the tensile force, the contraction and the expansion significantly. The above experimental analysis results illustrate that the deformation generated by HAMs and MPAMs are identical irrespective of the internal fluid medium, and so does the tensile force produced by them. So the next whole experiment is done only for MPAM. Flexible arm is composed of the muscle modules, each module is made up of three parallel muscles (Koichi, et al., 2013 ) (Alan Bartow, et al., 2014) shown as Fig 14(a) . Both ends of the muscles are connected with the rigid connectors, which has a fixed and protective effect on them. More than that, such design allows the arm to be refactored. The deformation of each of these muscles is nearly mutually independent. Because the muscles are arranged in parallel, if the inner pressures of them are set to different values, the contractions of them will be different from each other. At the same time, the arm will bend toward different directions in space by regulating the inner pressure. Figure 14(b) is the sample of the bend state of the flexible arm. For the convenience of analysis and experimentation, a rectangular plane coordinate system is set up to analyze the bend of the arm. There are two important angles to measure the bending capacity of the arm that are clearly shown in this Fig, in which γ is the central angle of bending and β is the rotation angle around the fixed end. lx is the horizontal projection length and ly is the vertical projection length, both of them are the important parameters to calculate the position of the free end. In addition Fy is the tensile force pulled by the tension meter. Mo is the bending moment of the arm that resists the tensile force.
The internal pressure level distribution in the cross section of the arm is shown as Fig 14(c) . Inlet I is injected with low pressure and inlet II is injected with high pressure. It is apparent that the arm will bend toward the right as the contraction of the muscles are different. Furthermore, this allows the arm to bend the most and not to twist.
The flexible arm is attached to the experimental rig with the fix plate at the top, and the internal pressure of the muscles is applied through the external water hydraulic platform. Experiment is performed when inlet I is injected with the pressure of 0.1 MPa and inlet II is injected with the pressure of 0.7 MPa. In such conditions the deformation and the bending of the arm are significant, more than that, the safety performance of the flexible arm can be guaranteed. After the deformation process is completed, the bending angle and the length of the projection on the rectangular coordinate axis are recorded and shown as Table 5 . When the muscle is in the maximum bending position, the value ofγand lx are the greatest, on the contrary, β and ly are the minimum value at this moment. It is obviously shown on the Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) displayed Fig 15(a) that the vertical tension force outputted by MPAM is decreasing as the bending process. Not only that, the bending moment of the flexible arm is not the largest, whether it is the unbending position or the maximum bending position, as shown in Fig. 15 (b) . On the other side, the ability to grasp of the arm is greater at the beginning of the bending, and the maximum value of Mo is 192 N· m. It should also be noted that when the arm at the maximum bending position, there are no force or bending moment generated. Furthermore, when MPAM is at its farthest operating position the horizontal projection is 50% of its natural state length. By this time the vertical projection is 70%. As Fig. 16 shows, when there is an object acting on the end of the manipulator, the manipulator will bend. The circle section of MPAM is obviously larger than HAM. In other words, the deformation of the mixed arm with no injection pressure is like a circle, while the no solid one is like a sharp edge. That means, when the lumen is filled with solid, the arm is stable and light. And the mixed phase gives the manipulator a good anti-bending ability. When there is no solid inside the muscle, the arm is easy to be influenced by the environmental structure. The arm is placed in the lower tank (Fig 17) , and the test is carried out to show the dynamic bending process of MPAM.
Zhao, Xu, Jutamanee, Hu, Li and Zhu, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) Such experiments demonstrate the anti-deform characteristics of MPAM with no injection pressure, which HAM does not own. And the stable static shape of MPAM make it has a unique advantage of continuous deformation to work underwater. When internal pressure rises, the arm begins to bend immediately without any flutter, and there are no obvious influences caused by water resistance. In addition, the structure is very flexible and is easy to be actuated. This clearly indicates that the working efficiency of MPAM is excellent. Table 5 The bending angle and the projected length of MPAM when it is in the unbending and maximum bending positions (a) Bending of HAM with no injection pressure; (b) bending of MPAM with no injection pressure. Fig. 16 Bend comparison of MPAM and HAM when there is no injection pressure. 
Discussion and conclusion
The deformation characteristics of MPAM are tested under different inner pressures, and the maximum contraction of it is 26.3%, the maximum expansion in radial is 74.6% when the tube wall thickness is 1.0 mm. While the wall thickness is 2.0 mm, the contraction decreases to 17% and the expansion decreases to 59%. The deformation performance is the same as the one of HAM, this is because the mixed phase shows the fluidic characteristics under the high inner pressure, and therefore the axial tensile force does not have any difference between MPAM and HAM. When the tube wall thickness increases to twice, the force to pull the muscle to the same displacement is also nearly doubled. The large thickness of the inner tube wall is a negative factor of the contraction but a positive factor of the tensile force outputted by the muscle. The combination of artificial muscles with different wall thicknesses can provide a variety of options that are suitable for different working situations.
Only when there is no internal pressure, MPAM shows the advantages of solid. And as the incompressible property of the solid, the muscle obtains the stiffness which increases the capacity of anti-bending and pressure bearing. Such Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.1 (2018) design gives the muscle a better stability while working in a complicated and changeable circumstance. More than that, the mixed phase reduces the density of MPAM significantly, makes it lighter and more flexible. When the muscle begins to move, it does less extra work to overcome gravity especially under water. It can reduce the mass of the medium by 18.5% compared with HAM. MPAM is easier to be operated as the greater buoyance. The gravity and buoyance of MPAM can be gained before design by selecting different materials of mixed phase.
The mixed phase model can be seen as a project of changing the stiffness of artificial muscles. It is easier to be carried out and the materials are cheaper and easier to gain. If more varieties of materials with special performance are taken into the mixed phase, MPAM will show more excellent properties.
Through the above analyses, we can see that there is no difference in the contraction and the tensile force generated by MPAM and HAM. So the bending test of the flexible arm is carried out in this paper irrespective of the internal medium pressure. The bend of the flexible arm is achieved by adjusting the pressure of three internal parallel muscles. The shape of the arm after bending can be seen as part of an arc while ignoring the influence of the connectors, so the analysis of the arm is made on its bending plane. The maximum central angle of bending is 74°, and the maximum rotation angle around the fixed end is 54°. The results illustrate that the central angle of bending and the bending moment are contradictory. The vertical force decreases with the central angle of bending. The bending capacity and the grasping ability of the arm are a pair of contradictions. If it is just the pursuit of a big lift or a big range of work, this arm is a good choice. It can also be concluded that MPAM can change stiffness under water, which makes it more flexible and more efficient.
The weight reduction, anti-bending features of it are special advantages in the field of underwater robotic. And the method is cheap and effortless. It can work under high pressure because of its large output force. More than that, if the manipulator is required to work in confined space and output large tension and grasping force, this type operator is more suitable. Such as in the field of industrial robots and pipelines. Furthermore, it can also be used in the field of food, medicine and ocean exploration as its green character. The future work is to explore the accurate control of this manipulator, and the numerical analysis of its dynamic characteristic.
